Improvement plan for Booborowie Primary School
2019 to 2021

School name

Booborowie Primary School

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement

DRAFT
Booborowie Primary School provides a safe and well
resourced environment and engaging learning
program that helps children become life-long learners
who are resilient, independent and active community
members and who reach their full potential.
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals
Increase student achievement
in mathematics, particularly in
the number strand.

Targets
All students enrolled in year 3 to 5 in 2019 whose achievement bands were just
below PAT-M SEA in 2018 will achieve SEA in PAT M

For students enrolled in years 3 to 7 in 2020, at least 3 students will achieve in high
bands in NAPLAN

Challenge of practice
Maintain momentum of improving learners' achievement in
Mathematics by focusing on learning design, sharing
achievements and practice and continuing to develop support
materials to help all learners engage curriculum activities at their
level.

For students enrolled in years 3 to 7 in 2021, at least 4 students will achieve in high
bands in PAT-m

Improve student achievement
in writing, years 3 to 7

For the cohort of students enrolled in years 2 to 5 in 2019, 2 students will achieve
an A or B in a writing assessment as part of English at the end of the year.

For the cohort of students enrolled in years 2 to 5 in 2020, at least 3 students will achieve
an A or B in a summative writing assessment as part of English at the end of the year

If we explicitly teach students how to write a wide range of
genres including specific grammar, punctuation and
vocabulary appropriate for different field and tenor of texts,
then we will increase student achievement in writing.

For the cohort of students enrolled in years 2 to 5 in 2021, at least 4 students will achieve an A or
B in a summative writing assessment as part of English at the end of the year. (25% of enrolment)
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Improvement plan for Booborowie Primary School

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice, contact:
Andrew Wells
Review, Improvement and Accountability Manager
Phone: 8226 1576
Andrew.Wells@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

Targets
Increase student achievement in
mathematics, particularly in the number
strand.

Improve student achievement in writing,
years 3 to 7

2019

All students enrolled in year 3 to 5 in 2019 whose achievement bands were just below PAT-M SEA in 2018
will achieve SEA in PAT M

2020

For students enrolled in years 3 to 7 in 2020, at least 3 students will achieve in high bands in NAPLAN

2021

For students enrolled in years 3 to 7 in 2021, at least 4 students will achieve in high bands in PAT-m

2019

For the cohort of students enrolled in years 2 to 5 in 2019, 2 students will achieve an A or B in a writing
assessment as part of English at the end of the year.

2020

For the cohort of students enrolled in years 2 to 5 in 2020, at least 3 students will achieve an A or B in a
summative writing assessment as part of English at the end of the year

2021

For the cohort of students enrolled in years 2 to 5 in 2021, at least 4 students will achieve an A or B in a
summative writing assessment as part of English at the end of the year. (25% of enrolment)

2019
2020
2021
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

Maintain momentum of improving learners' achievement in Mathematics by focusing on learning design, sharing achievements and practice and continuing to
develop support materials to help all learners engage curriculum activities at their level.

Goal 2

If we explicitly teach students how to write a wide range of genres including specific grammar, punctuation and vocabulary appropriate for different field and
tenor of texts, then we will increase student achievement in writing.

Goal 3
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

Teachers and SSOs will
collaboratively plan Maths
programs each term:

Maintain focus on maths through
ongoing monitoring of students'
achievements using Big Ideas in
Number and formative assessment

Focus on Learning Design to
implement the Australian
Curriculum- Mathematics

Increase student achievement in mathematics, particularly in the number strand.
Maintain momentum of improving learners' achievement in Mathematics by focusing on learning design, sharing achievements
and practice and continuing to develop support materials to help all learners engage curriculum activities at their level.

Timeline

January
2021

At least
twice per
term

Ongoing
2021

Roles and responsibilities

Principal will schedule time at staff meeting
in Week 0 to review maths programs with
teachers.

Resources

Guidebook in Numeracy, Primary Years,
Australian Curriculum; ACARA Numeracy
Progression Scope and Sequence Documents

Principal: monitor and support use of Big Ideas Big Ideas in Number tool
in Number and use this to inform intervention.
Teachers: Use Big Ideas in Number assessment
tool and use to differentiate learning

Principal: lead and facilitating PD embedding
learning design in practice.
Teachers: Will engage with new Dept for
Education documents, units of work, scope and
sequence and trial/embed in maths teaching.

Curriculum Implementation Coordinator, Michelle
Barnes
Dep. of Ed' Intranet resources.
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Focus o Formative Assessment
across the school and across
subjects

Plan actions for improvement

Increase student achievement in mathematics, particularly in the number strand.
Timeline

Terms 1-3

Roles and responsibilities
Principal: lead discussion and use of formative
assessment strategies in maths

Resources
CIC – Michelle Barnes
Dylan Williams – Formative Assessment

Teachers: Participate in short sprints in Formative
Assessment

Staff Meeting- What will students be saying.
making, doing in maths that will demonstrate
our SIP actions have been successful?

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Students demonstrate high levels of engagement in maths lessons (using ICAN Engagement Matrix), increased risk
taking and measured improvement in the number of students able to apply knowledge to new problems in number.
All* students will achieve SEA in Pat Maths by end of 2021. (*All students with disabilities will achieve more than
12 months growth in 12 months)
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

Improve student achievement in writing, years 3 to 7

Challenge of practice

If we explicitly teach students how to write a wide range of genres including specific grammar, punctuation and
vocabulary appropriate for different field and tenor of texts, then we will increase student achievement in writing.

Actions

Timeline

Embed the Instructional Routine for
phonics R-6

Resources

Week 0

Principal: Ensure teacher participation to
consolidate Brightpath Narrative genre
Teachers: complete Brightpath professional
learning, upload samples for assessment &
moderation of student narrative work and use to
plan next steps in teaching via learning design

Bright Path Team; Bright Path resources.

Ongoing
2021

Principal- schedule staff meeting time for collaborative
planning for Writer's Workshop.
Teachers- take turns as lead teacher in Writer's Workshop
with other teachers support individuals and groups.
SSOs- provide support for individuals needing help
scribing, publishing etc

Christine Keynes, Literacy Guarantee Unit.

Beginning
term 1,
2021

Principal: ensure the Instructional Routine is implemented
through PD meetings and ongoing discussion for
improvement.
Teachers: Commit to instructional routine for Systematic
Synthetic Phonics program and incorporate explicit
teaching of phonics, just in time, into our writing program
where possible.

Use Brightpath to track and monitor
students’ writing

Teachers will participate in
collaborative planning and team
teaching of Writer's Workshop lessons
to provide rich writing experiences for
students.

Roles and responsibilities
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Improve student achievement in writing, years 3 to 7
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Develop a site Genre Map to help guide End of term Principal: locate examples of genre maps used in other ACARA
schools.
planning a wide range of subjects
Department of Education Teaching- Literacy
3, 2021
All teachers: collaborate in developing site's Genre Map, resources.
across multiple subjects.
trial using the Genre Map to support planning and
monitor and review making changes where required.

Review our Instructional Routine for
phonics/spelling and incorporate
spelling into our site's Writing
Agreement.

Beginning
Term 1,
2021

Principal: organise LID to collaboratively develop our site's Christine Keynes, Learning Improvement Division
Instructional Routine for explicit synthetic phonics lessons
and then make links to bring phonics/spelling into our
writing lessons.
Teachers: Commit to instructional routine for spelling
program and incorporate explicit teaching of phonics, just
in time, into our writing program where possible.

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

TRTs may be required to facilitate PD

Students will show high or very high levels of engagement in writing lessons- refer ICAN Engagement Matrix.
Students are editing their writing with increasing independence and more frequently correcting their own spelling,
punctuation and grammar.
Students will be writing for extended periods of time.
Students will be writing at their age level or above against the Australian Curriculum Scope and Sequence.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3
Challenge of practice

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3 continued
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Name
Date
Approved by governing council chairperson

Name
Date
Approved by education director

Name

Date
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